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In *The Ethical Function of Architecture*, Karsten Harries highlighted the task of housing as extending beyond physical shelter. Referencing Gideon’s assertion that architecture may help us find our place and way in an ever more disorienting world, Harries set out the task of architecture as helping to articulate a common ethos in order to help us dwell.

To understand, activate, engage with and place diverse communities at the forefront of the challenge of dwelling, we begin first with the problem of how architecture may help articulate a common ethos. This paper reflects upon means by which processes of participatory architectural design may act as a catalyst in defining a common ethos and creating conditions by which questions of community and dwelling may be approached.

This process is underway at the Grange Pavilion, a former Bowls Pavilion and Green in Grangetown, Cardiff. In 2012, local residents approached their council to express an interest in renovating the vacant structure as a community ‘space for all’. A Cardiff University-Grangetown partnership has supported pop-up architectural installations and
the temporary renovation of the Pavilion, creating a space for community forums, including a youth forum, a philosophy café, and an annual Love Grangetown public forum. These have defined strategic community-led aims which highlighted community meeting spaces, green spaces and safer streets as central to the physical, social and mental health of this ethnically and culturally diverse urban community. Ongoing architectural and appreciate enquiry workshops, supported by a recent Big Lottery Fund CAT2 development award, celebrate Grangetown’s strengths and invite visions of how to make it even better. Participatory design processes are analysed in this paper as a catalyst for enabling the articulation of a common ethos, from which the challenge of how to dwell in a disorienting world may be rigorously examined by a community itself.
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